Feasibility and toxicity of combination chemotherapy with ifosfamide, vinorelbine, cisplatin versus ifosfamide, vinorelbine in patients with advanced non small cell lung cancer.
Vinorelbine (VNB) and Ifosfamide (IFO) have recently been proposed for treatment of non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The two drugs separately induce response rates in excess of 20% and, when combined, of 32.56%. Cisplatin (DDP) is considered a standard in chemotherapy of NSCLC affected patients. We report data on the feasibility and the toxicity of an IFO, VNB and DDP combination in comparison with IFO, VNB association. Results obtained show that the IFO, VNB, DDP combination has a more severe toxicity profile than the IFO, VNB combination although not to a degree precluding its feasibility. Responses, however, appear somewhat more favorable than in the group treated with the combination IFO, VNB. It is therefore necessary to ascertain if clinical advantages in survival and symptom palliation offered by IFO, VNB, DDP combination outweigh impairment in quality of life due to its significant toxicity.